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rangerdanger Start date Jan 29, Since the Ford Ranger is in the first model year of production, it
was bound to have growing pains. To help new and prospective owners, lets assemble a list of
problems and whether a solution currently exists. This is a wiki-post that can be edited by any
member. Last edited by a moderator: Nov 21, I've also heard about a rear door not flush when
closed. FX4Offroad said:. Lloyd C Well-Known Member. To help new and prospective owners,
lets assemble a list of problems and whether a solution exists currently. Lloyd C said:. No break
controller for towing and no apparent pre wire for after market add. Stevie Gee Well-Known
Member. Housing and Urban Development Vehicle Showcase 1. Passenger side door speaker
blown at the dealer now being replaced. HoosierT Well-Known Member. You bet, still waiting for
the speaker to come in. Did some cleanup on the list. Added Stic-o and t4thfavor 's issues. I
believe this is normal operation, it's been crappy here, and the defroster has been on auto, so I
think that is the culprit. You must log in or register to reply here. Besides its thinner, lighter, and
plusher design, the phone now packs a Qualcomm Snapdragon G chipset, a 6. This article
highlights the most important results of our testing. For more details about our Playback
protocol, click here ; for more details about our Recording protocol, click here. Despite being a
premium mid-ranger, the Reno4 Pro 5G is an average audio performer, with an overall score of
The phone fares equivalently in playback and in recording, with a score of 61 for the former, and
59 for the latter. The lack of treble affects clarity on high-pitched instruments and their attack ,
wideness of the sound field, and localizability of the sound sources. The significant lack of bass
and low midrange frequencies mids make voices sound nasal, punch fairly weak, and distance
unrealistic. That all said, few artifacts are noticeable, balance between the left and right
channels is exemplary, maximum volume is satisfying, and dynamic content remains intelligible
even at minimum volume. The recording sub-score is brought down mainly by a lack of timbre
extension which affects dynamics and makes voices sound unnatural, and by a particularly low
loudness in most use cases. Further, the recordings are not directional, which means that
videos include sounds from all directions, not primarily from the scene being filmed. When
recording in loud environments, treble improves, which in turn improves the localizability of
sound sources. While videos shot with the rear camera offer a good signal-to-noise ratio and
great wideness, selfie videos are particularly narrow. However, in loud environments, noticeable
distortion and compression appear in the upper spectrum. While the lack of high-end impairs
clarity on high-pitched instruments and voices, the limited low-mids response from to Hz makes
voices sound nasal and the overall rendering sound canny. The significant lack of bass is
perceivable in all use cases â€” when listening to music, watching movies, or playing games.
Further, the volume dependency score is particularly low, which means that the tonal balance
varies appreciably depending on the listening volume. Despite a noticeable lack of lower
spectrum, bass is fairly precise. Punch, however, is strongly affected, which makes for poor
performance on rhythmic tracks. Attack is decent overall, affected by the lack of high-end only
on snares and hi-hats. Unlike timbre, dynamics are fairly consistent, regardless of the volume
â€” although at maximum volume, slight pumping affects the integrity of the sound envelope.
The sub-attributes for the perceptual spatial tests include localizability, balance, distance and
wideness of the sound field. The Reno4 Pro is also an average performer in spatial testing. It
delivers a satisfying stereo scene thanks to an exemplary balance between the left and right
channels. The sound field wideness is fairly good, albeit impaired by the lack of treble clarity
and precise reverberation. The lack of low-mids severely affects distance rendering. As a result,
voices tend to be perceived further away than the screen position. Localizability of the sound
sources suffers from the lack of high-end extension. The Reno4 Pro delivers a very good
volume performance overall. Minimum volume is well-tuned on the Reno4 Pro, allowing
dynamic content to remain properly audible even at quiet volumes. On the other end of the fader
, maximum volume is loud enough for common usage, but could be a little louder. Despite not
being perfectly linear, the volume steps are consistent enough. The Reno4 Pro does a decent
job at controlling undesirable sound artifacts. Slight bass distortions can be triggered by
transient sounds such as kicks. Out of all use cases and genres, the phone performs best when
playing games, where our sound engineers detected no spectral or temporal artifacts. This
makes voices sound quite unnatural and the overall sound rendering fairly canny or nasal.
When recording in loud environments, treble response improves. On the other hand, recordings
made with the memo app suffer from high-end distortions, which make treble imprecise. The
signal-to-noise ratio is fairly good when filming videos, but only average when recording

memos. Its score is brought down in quiet environments, where voices have a notably low
loudness. Since treble becomes clearer in high SPL scenarios, localizability of the sound
sources is fairly good when recording in loud environments. While the sound field is fairly wide
when recording life videos or memos, it is considerably narrower in selfie videos. Finally, the
distance rendering is fairly decent in life videos; however, voices in selfie videos and memos
are perceived slightly farther away. Unlike in playback, the Reno4 Pro has a poor volume score
of 56 in recording, brought down by a particularly low nominal loudness. As you can see, while
memo recordings flirt with the loudness threshold, meeting recordings are way below it. That all
said, the maximum loudness obtainable without perceivable distortion is decent. Audio
recorded with the Reno4 Pro is relatively clean at most volume levels. A few artifacts are audible
when recording in average SPL scenarios, such as slight distortions on shouting voices when
filming with the rear camera. However, in loud environments, strong distortions appear on
low-mids and treble, as well as hissing and pumping in the upper spectrum. Further, when
filming a selfie video, finger movements induce a strong signal overshoot on the right channel,
while vocal balance shifts to the left. Unsurprisingly, the very consistent Reno4 Pro 5G score is
average in this final category. Thanks to a fairly good artifacts performance and decent SNR,
background recordings are clean overall. However, the canny and sometimes muffled rendering
as well as the occasional distortion lead to a slightly less realistic and less natural feel. Further,
note that recordings are not at all directional. This means that when filming videos, the phone
records sounds coming equally from all directions, not primarily from the scene being filmed.
That said, the 4 Pro 5G is extremely consistent, delivering an average performance in almost
every sub-category of our Audio protocol. Its main weakness is a lack of high- and low-end
extension in both playback and recording, which impairs its timbre, dynamics, and spatial
performance. Further, its microphones are easily occluded, and its recordings exhibit fairly low
loudness in most use cases. Still, the Reno4 Pro 5G delivers a very good playback volume
performance, better timbre and spatial results when filming in loud environments, and relatively
clean background recordings. Read more about our Comment Policy. Test summary Oppo
Reno4 Pro 5G Oppo Reno4 Pro 5G Music playback frequency response. Music volume
consistency. Life video frequency response. When filming selfie videos, the sound field
wideness is notably reduced. Best: Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G Filming a landscape video with both
hands can occlude the microphones. Cons Midrange-focused tonal balance, with lack of treble
and significant lack of bass in all use cases Localizability is affected by the lack of treble, while
distance perception is impaired by limited bass performance. Blurry attack and weak punch due
to unbalanced timbre Resonance and noises are noticeable on synthetic signals. Pros Average
performance, consistent overall Good treble performance in loud background scenarios Great
wideness in life videos along with good localizability in loud environments Good SNR in life and
selfie videos Few noticeable artifacts in average SPL scenarios Clean background, especially in
selfie videos and memos. Cons Midrange-focused tonal balance, with lack of both low- and
high-end extension, especially in high SPL scenarios Below-average localizability in memos
Voices are perceived as too distant in selfie videos and memos. Average envelope performance
in selfie videos and memos, affected by a lack of sharpness , clarity, and bass Poor loudness,
especially in selfie videos and memos Significant microphone occlusion when handling, leading
to drastic reduction of recorded level, as well as voice shifts and overshoots due to finger
movement over the microphone. Canny background due to lack of low-mids and bass. We use
cookies and similar technologies to recognize your repeat visits and preferences, and analyze
traffic. To learn more about cookies, including how to disable them, view our Cookie Policy. By
clicking "I Accept" on this banner or using our site, you consent to the use of cookies unless
you have disabled them. I Accept Decline. Samsung Galaxy A72 listed on Brazilian Anatel
certification. Home You are here. With the improvements in midrange processors and
capabilities, midrange phones like the Galaxy A71 are gaining popularity and are becoming a
favorable choice for a lot of people. Now, Samsung is working on a successor of the Galaxy
A71, the Galaxy A72, that will reportedly come pretty soon to the market - both in the US and in
other countries. The most recent rumors concerning the Galaxy A72 5G release date point us to
a possible March announcement and release date. We have also heard that there will be a
Galaxy A72 4G-only variant as well, which might be released around the same time as its
5G-enabled sibling. These are the specifications that we expect the Galaxy A72 5G to sport,
based on rumors and leaks. Additionally, certain rumors state that the A72 will also feature OIS
Optical Image Stabilization for its camera, which would be a great addition to the photo-taking
capabilities of the midranger. Now, a new leak is giving us a nice surprise: Samsung might
bring the high refresh rate to its midrange lineup with the Galaxy A72 and the Galaxy A The
Galaxy A72 is rumored to sport a 90Hz display refresh rate , but the fast refresh rate is only for
the 5G-enabled phone, while the 4G-Only will have the standard 60Hz one. Take this info with a

pinch of salt, as leaker Max Jambor recently said there won't be a 5G Galaxy A72 at all. Renders
of the Galaxy A72 5G have surfaced recently, showing us what the upcoming phone will most
probably look like. The camera bump will reportedly house 4 cameras, the main sensor is
rumored to be 64MP. The image was showcased together with an image of the other upcoming
Samsung midranger, the Galaxy A We see on the right side of the phone, typically for recent
Samsung phones, we find the volume rocker and the power button. The device features the
gorgeous Infinity-O display. Now, some press renders have leaked, concerning the 4G Galaxy A
If Samsung is going to release a 5G version, it will most likely look the same. The leaked
renders of the Galaxy A72 5G show very little changes in design from its predecessor Galaxy
A71, which also sports a 6. We also expect to have the same under-display optical fingerprint
sensor for the Galaxy A72 as well. And now, a new leak tells us the Galaxy A72 5G will sport a
90Hz refresh rate. If this turns out to be true, this will be the first time Samsung is introducing
the fast refresh rate on its mid-range phones. According to the leak, the 90Hz fast refresh rate
will come only to the 5G-enabled Galaxy S The Galaxy A71 features a 4,mAh battery cell,
however, recent leaks tells us the A72 may boast a massive 5,mAh battery cell. Rumors state
that it will support 25W fast charging when wired, but it will most likely lack wireless charging.
Samsung will spice up A series with penta camera Galaxy A72 and flagship-exclusive features:
report. Forgot Password. Your E-mail:. Resend confirmation email. Cancel Confirm. This copy is
for your personal, non-commercial use only. In all the talk about accelerating 5G, testing 5G and
getting 5G in the hands of a few lucky consumers in the next couple of years, there is one
aspect of the next-generation wireless story that is still bugging me. What is the range of
millimeter wave mmWave high-bandwidth 5G, and how will that affect where and how the
technology is actually deployed? I ask because there appears to be several different takes on
how mmWave 5G typically 28Gz and 39GHz today will arrive and -- hopefully -- thrive in the
coming years. Close enough apparently! The advantage of using such high frequencies -- 2. It is
also much easier to develop massive antenna arrays at a reasonable size with higher
frequencies. There are trade-offs, however, because the signal penetration and range at 28GHz
or higher gets shorter and more subject to line-of-sight and foliage concerns. For instance,
Samsung Corp. If those ranges hold true beyond the customer trials -- note if -- that would mean
a 5G radio deployed every couple of blocks in Manhattan, just for a fixed wireless service.
Which has recently led me to wonder exactly how widespread mmWave 5G deployments will
be? Ericsson, remember, is one of the two companies -- along with Samsung -- doing customer
trials with Verizon on fixed 5G. So this is going to be an important area to watch as it will help
determine exactly how expensive and lengthy a process might be to deploy 5G. Amazon, Apple
and Google come to a connected home deal, carriers not invited! Amazon readies its low-power
protocol Sidewalk for long-term IoT and smart home projects. The iPhone 11 is carrying an ultra
wideband UWB chip that has its supporters excited about new applications. Verizon has led the
way with early high-band, millimeter-wave 5G, but the carrier faces lots of questions about how
it can deploy 5G on low- or mid-band frequencies nationwide next year. Sign In Register. The
Edge. Open RAN. Private Networks. White Papers. Market Leader Programs Internet for the
Future. Comment Like what we have to say? Click here to sign up to our daily newsletter
Related Stories. Get the white paper: 5G Ready Now! Download the Infographic. Webinar:
Segment Routing in the 5G Era. Video: Building Agile Networks for the Unknown. Small Cell
Radio Development. Global update on 5G spectrum. A first look at 3GPP Rel and beyond. Blue
Planet 5G Automation. Converging and Automating 5G Networks. Network Slicing and 5G
Future Shock. More Blogs from Jonestown. It will work better indoors! We're Still Not Sure How
Verizon Is Going to Provide Nationwide 5G Verizon has led the way with early high-band,
millimeter-wave 5G, but the carrier faces lots of questions about how it can deploy 5G on lowor mid-band frequencies nationwide next year. Cloud Native World Digital Symposium. Asia
Tech Digital Symposium. March 4, 5G: A view from the front seats. March 9, 5G Video:
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Feb 8, Tags bed haul hauling payload. Prev 1 â€¦ Go to page. First Prev 19 of 20 Go to page.
VAMike said:. Doing what a truck is suppose to do. Haul junk! FoD Well-Known Member. Good
thing I have the damper, that extra 15 hp adds to the tune no end. The Dave AzScorpion has
secret code for the worthy. AzScorpion Well-Known Member. FoD said:. Msfitoy Well-Known
Member. It followed us home today Msfitoy's new traveling buddy Msfitoy said:. AzScorpion
said:. Can't wait to see how you're going to rig lights up on it. Cape Cruiser Well-Known

Member. Awesome Sid. They are fun bikes that stood the test of time. The old ones bring good
cash! You know it bro. That's what I thought! I'm going to give you a run for your money once I
get my Bronco. It comes with 6 Aux switches and I'm already saving for the lights. I might need
some help so I don't have a meltdown. Toph Active Member. Grimlock said:. Heavy load here.
Grimlock Well-Known Member. Toph said:. Is that a lock I see? How did you do this, If you don't
mind my asking. My locks are not listed on Thules website anymore but they have a similar
setup on amazon. It helps I program lasers and brake presses for a living. Vitis Well-Known
Member. AliB said:. I haven't hauled him yet but he will be in the cab with me! You must log in
or register to reply here. WiFiRanger started due to the special connectivity requirements of the
RV industry and has maintained its original mobile development focus. WiFiRanger is proven to
be an effective and reliable brand of connectivity solutions for the RV industry with over a
decade of market success. WiFiRanger continues to push the boundaries of what is thought of
as possible regarding mobile connectivity and networking. The system is so simple to use and
set up. All my devices connect up perfectly from Smart TV to iPhone. Simply the best.
WiFiRanger automatically analyzes all available internet sources and selects the ideal
connection based on saved user preferences. WiFiRanger automatically reconnects to the
preferred or backup internet source if the router detects that it is offline. WiFiRanger
automatically logs in to captive portal pages on public WiFi networks when a user stores their
username and password on the router. WiFiRanger utilizes multiple internet sources
simultaneously whether WiFi or LTE which increases reliability and can improve speeds on
some websites. WiFiRanger prioritizes internet sources based on user preferences which
dictate Auto Connect, Load Balancing, and Failover functionality. WiFiRanger tracks bandwidth
usage by internet source and device, allowing for detailed data monitoring and advanced
bandwidth usage rules. WiFiRanger secures the local network of the router with a robust
firewall which blocks suspicious or uninvited network traffic and connection attempts.
WiFiRanger installs the latest firmware when online after the simple click of a button on the
Control Panel, keeping features and security up to date. WiFiRanger conduits to devices i.
WiFiRanger links to secure servers which allows technicians to remotely troubleshoot issues
when the router is online. WiFiRanger is built on some of the best most powerful hardware
available for consumer use. Normally setting up such flexible hardware would be a nightmare
but the team at WiFiRanger has masked all of the complexity. School Bus Internet Solutions.
Product Range. Company Characteristics. Connectivity Features. Optimization Features.
Security Features. Cloud Features. Language English. English French Spanish. Email Address.
Dealer Locator. Request Quote. Read More. The minimalist design of this case gives you
ultimate protection in a sleek profile. The reinforced back panel,
2011 toyota corolla owners manual
1998 volvo v70 glt
2003 pt cruiser battery
cushioned corners and impact absorbing ridges provide maximum protection for your device.
For warranty information, see our Guarantee of Excellence. For additional support, contact us
here. Pelican Products, Inc. We will only use your information to provide you with periodic
updates about our company or products. If you want to be removed from our email list, just
send us an email saying "Please remove". Dealer Locator Request Quote. Ranger Galaxy S21
Ultra 5G. Pelican Products, the leader in mission-critical equipment protection, has been trusted
by professionals for over 35 years. The same Pelican DNA that has protected our armed forces,
emergency and scientific equipment through the harshest environments on Earth is now
available to protect your personal smartphones, tablets and more. View More Specs. Create
Product PDF. Would you like to receive information about new products? Undergoing
Maintenance. Canada English. Consumer Retailers. Shipping Charges Apply. Shop Now.
Compare Go.

